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About us
The School of Computer Science at the University of 
Sydney is amongst the nation’s top schools in the 
field.

Our flagship, four-year Bachelor of Advanced 
Computing degree has a combined enrolment of 
over 1,000 students delivering graduates who are:
• highly sought-after employees
• well-rounded industry-ready professionals
• generalists with a solid foundational knowledge 

needed for careers in computer-based industries

Why engage with us?
No matter the size of your organisation, we are 
ready to start a meaningful partnership to help you:
• connect with the best talent in Computer Science
• raise your profile as a desirable employer
• support the next generation of top Computer 

Science professionals

Start your partnership with us today by contacting 
cs.engagement@sydney.edu.au

How can you engage?
Offer a Capstone Project
Have a team of highly motivated final year students 
work on a twelve-week-long software project by 
providing:
• a project scope describing a real-world problem 

and expected deliverables
• weekly advice to your student group (online)
Teams undertake this work as part of their degree 
and are evaluated by an academic supervisor.

Donate a Student Award or Scholarship
Associate your brand with our prestigious annual 
Award ceremony by supporting:
• awards to celebrate high-achieving students
• scholarships to support under-represented groups

Host an Intern
Talk to us about our Industry Placement Scholarship 
program to offer internship opportunities:
• work individually with our highest achieving final 

year students 
• benefit from the fresh ideas and enthusiasm of 

the next generation of top Computer Scientists

Partnerships in Education
School of Computer Science

Capstone Project Awards and Scholarships Internships

• offer a project to solve a 
real-world problem

• work with a team of students

• celebrate high-achieving students
• support under-represented groups

• work individually with our highest 
achieving students

• invest in your workforce

• semester-long project
• no financial cost
• minimal time commitment

• multi-year commitment
• gifts start from $5,000

• six-month placement
• cost starts from $29,000 

Do you want to engage with the next 
generation of top Computer Scientists?

Choose a commitment to suit your needs

For further information on any of these opportunities, please contact us via email: 
cs.engagement@sydney.edu.au
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